WEEKLY NEWSLETTER

IT’S BEEN A WHILE
Why hello there… It’s been a while. How’ve you been? All good I hope. I
know you’ve missed us. We’ve certainly missed you… so let’s kick things off
with a bang, shall we?

AVENGERS: ENDGAME!
Captain America, Iron Man, Thor, Hulk (and like 6 bazillion others). You know em,
you love em… and we do too (honestly though, if you don’t, what’re you doing). As
you might have noticed, these last few weeks have been an Avengers filled
bonanza the world over, and Meadowcroft School has been doing its bit to fuel the
craze. So, as an end of term treat, staff and pupils from each of our sites thought it
best to hit the big screen, to watch the conclusion of a 22 film superhero saga:
Avengers Endgame!
Now, a few weeks prior, Mr Hunter and Mr Willsher (doing little to temper the
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flames of rampant fandom expressed by our pupils) were struggling to keep their
lips pressed when faced with countless theories and torrents of conjecture from
the likes of Josh, Jake, Bailey and Oliver. You see, both Mr Hunter and Mr Willsher
had already seen the film… Mr Hunter having seen it not once, twice or even
thrice…
…the man (scratch that, the child) had seen it four times. If it wasn’t for Josh,
impervious to the traumatic effects of cinematic spoilers (truly a power in and of
itself), we’re certain both Mr Willsher and Mr Hunter’s heads would have exploded.
It’s safe to say that come 24th of May, Meadowcroft’s geekiest pair eagerly awaited
the credits in order to gush about the film’s various happenings to with their
pupils. As is tradition, Jake delivered a running commentary for the duration of the
film (I don’t know how the boy avoided dry-mouth, this was a 3 hour flick). As is
tradition, Josh subsequently gave Jake an unblinking glare, yet again horrified with
Jake’s lack of cinema etiquette. Mr Hunter did ensure to share his popcorn with
Jake, in some desperate attempt to minimise his enthused prattle (unfortunately
this was only 30% successful). At least Oliver didn’t care, eyes glued to the screen,
jaw ceaselessly open.
All in all, our pupils were satisfied (if not a little teary from moment to moment).
Which brings me to one final detail. In a previous newsletter a few weeks back… I
mocked Jake’s prediction regarding the return of a certain character.

SPOILER ALERT: turns out Loki’s still a thing. And so Jake, as much as it
pains me… you were right. Well played.

